
  In So Many Words   
Alphagrams (between double spaces) yield 6 anagrams each. MOST USEFUL LETTERS ARE IN SO MANY WORDS 

No new NWL23 words compiled by Jacob Cohen, Asheville Scrabble Club 
 

 

ACEINRST CANISTER small, metal box [n -S] 

ACEINRST CERATINS CERATIN, keratin (fibrous protein) [n] 

ACEINRST CISTERNA fluid-containing sac [n -E] 

ACEINRST CREATINS CREATIN, creatine (chemical compound) [n] 

ACEINRST SCANTIER SCANTY, meager (deficient in quantity or quality) [adj] 

ACEINRST TACRINES TACRINE, drug for treating Alzheimer's disease [n] 

 

AEEGNRST ESTRANGE to alienate (to make indifferent or unfriendly) [v -D, -GING, -S] 

AEEGNRST GRANTEES GRANTEE, one to whom something is granted [n] 

AEEGNRST GREATENS GREATEN, to make greater [v] 

AEEGNRST NEGATERS NEGATER, one that negates (to nullify (to make useless or ineffective)) [n] 

AEEGNRST REAGENTS REAGENT, substance used in chemical reaction to ascertain nature or composition of another [n] 

AEEGNRST SERGEANT noncommissioned military officer [n -S] 

 

AEGILNRT ALERTING ALERT, to warn (to make aware of impending or possible danger) [v] 

AEGILNRT ALTERING ALTER, to make different [v] 

AEGILNRT INTEGRAL total unit [n -S] 

AEGILNRT RELATING RELATE, to give account of [v] 

AEGILNRT TANGLIER TANGLY, tangled [adj] 

AEGILNRT TRIANGLE polygon having three sides [n -S] 

 

AEILNRST ENTRAILS internal organs [n -S] 

AEILNRST LATRINES LATRINE, type of toilet [n] 

AEILNRST RATLINES RATLINE, one of ropes forming steps of ship's rope ladder [n] 

AEILNRST RETINALS RETINAL, retinene (pigment in retina) [n] 

AEILNRST SLANTIER SLANTY, deviating from horizontal or vertical [adj] 

AEILNRST TRENAILS TRENAIL, treenail (wooden peg used for fastening timbers) [n] 

 

AEINPRST PAINTERS PAINTER, one that paints (to make representation of with paints (coloring substances)) [n] 

AEINPRST PANTRIES PANTRY, closet or room for storing kitchen utensils [n] 

AEINPRST PERTAINS PERTAIN, to have reference or relation [v] 

AEINPRST PINASTER pine tree [n -S] 

AEINPRST PRISTANE chemical compound [n -S] 

AEINPRST REPAINTS REPAINT, to paint again [v] 


